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Trelleborg Makes a Major Move into Earth Moving at INTERMAT 2018
Trelleborg introduces its new Earth-Moving-Radial series, the EMR range, at
INTERMAT, the International exhibition for construction and infrastructure industry,
which will take place from 23 to 28 April 2018 at Paris Nord Villepinte, France.
Paolo Pompei, President Trelleborg Wheel Systems, said: “The introduction of the new
EMR range stands as a key milestone for Trelleborg in the construction tire industry.
“After the great success of our Brawler series for waste and recycling operations, we
are now introducing the state of the art EMR range to the earth moving segment, with
its all-steel radial pneumatic tire technology.
“In all tire segments that Trelleborg is operating in, our ambition is to become the
customer’s first choice, providing solutions that are able to accelerate the performance
of our customers in a sustainable way.”
The Trelleborg EMR range is engineered to enhance productivity in critical construction
applications. It delivers both premium damage protection and durability, while its multi
surface tread design provides control and perfect grip on sand, rock, gravel or soil.
The strong full-steel radial pneumatic carcass of the EMR tire, as well as its advanced
compound, assure long life. In addition, it offers equal load distribution for a
comfortable drive while keeping fuel consumption low. Designed for loader and dumper
applications, the EMR range consists of 22 sizes from 24 inch to 33 and is suitable for
open pits and quarries, underground mines, as well as general construction.
At INTERMAT, Trelleborg will also showcase the Brawler HPS Soft Ride. The new
version of the Brawler solid tire offers significantly improved operator comfort and
equipment-life through reduced vibration, while retaining the signature Brawler life
performance in the most difficult of applications. A solid tire that is very tough, yet much
less stiff, this means that users gain all the benefits of a premium solid tire with a more
comfortable ride for operators. It offers no loss of load-index and increased efficiency
even at higher operating speeds.
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“The adoption of the Brawler series in mining applications all around the world is
growing fast. It is contributing significantly to drive the association of the Trelleborg
brand with innovation, business acceleration and premium service; supporting our long
term strategy to become a world leader in the specialty tire segment,” concludes
Pompei.
For more information on the new EMR range and the Brawler Soft Ride, visit booth G
042 in the hall 5A.
For more information about Trelleborg tires, visit: www.trelleborg.com/wheels.
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For more information or high resolution pictures, please contact:
Magdalena Jasinska, PR & Event Manager
Phone: +39 0774 384863; Email：Magdalena.Jasinska@trelleborg.com
For press releases from the whole of Trelleborg Group, visit the Trelleborg Media Center. The Products
and Solutions section allows you to select news by industry. Go to www.trelleborg.com/news where you
can also subscribe to our newsletter.

Trelleborg Wheel Systems is a leading global supplier of tires and complete wheels for agricultural and
forestry machines, materials handling, construction vehicles, motorcycles, bicycle and other specialty
segments. It offers highly specialized solutions to create added value for customers and is partner of the
leading Original Equipment Manufacturers. Its manufacturing facilities are located in Italy, Latvia, Brazil,
Czech Republic, Serbia, Slovenia, China, Sri Lanka, Sweden and U.S. www.trelleborg.com/wheels

Trelleborg is a world leader in engineered polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect critical
applications in demanding environments. Its innovative solutions accelerate performance for customers
in a sustainable way. The Trelleborg Group has annual sales of about SEK 32 billion (EUR 3.28 billion,
USD 3.69 billion) and operations in about 50 countries. The Group comprises five business areas:
Trelleborg Coated Systems, Trelleborg Industrial Solutions, Trelleborg Offshore & Construction,
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions and Trelleborg Wheel Systems. The Trelleborg share has been listed on the
Stock Exchange since 1964 and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm, Large Cap. www.trelleborg.com
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